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Abstract
In this paper, we show how reﬁnement calculus provides a basis for translation validation of optimized programs written in
high level languages. Towards such a direction, we shall provide a generalized proof rule for establishing reﬁnement of source
and target programs for which one need not have to know the underlying program transformations. Our method is supported by
a semi-automatic tool that uses a theorem prover for validating the veriﬁcation conditions. We further show that the translation
validation infrastructure provides an effective basis for deriving semantic debuggers and illustrate the development of a simple
debugger for optimized programs using this approach using Prolog. A distinct advantage of semantic debugging is that it permits
the user to change values at run-time only when the values are consistent with the underlying semantics.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Optimizing compilers perform optimizing transformations on the programwhile translating from the source language
to target language. The optimizing transformations performed are expected to preserve the semantics of the source
program, and reduce space–time requirements of the program. There has been a steady growth of optimizing trans-
formations over the years owing to the (a) need of efﬁcient programs over a spectrum of computer architectures, and
(b) stringent resource constraints on resources in applications such as embedded systems, real-time systems, etc. Several
optimizations have become an integral part of a compiler and are used routinely even during the developmental phase;
it must be noted that some of the optimizing transformations are quite complex. In a sense, optimization transforma-
tions can be interpreted as correctness-preserving transformations that do not alter the behaviour of the target program
provided the compiler is correct; the programming constructs have well-deﬁned unambiguous semantics and the source
program is correct. Note that, optimizations are not guaranteed to preserve the behaviour of incorrect programs. Thus,
from the perspective of correctness and development of programs in the presence of optimizing transformations, there
is a need to address the following two issues:
(1) Is it possible to establish the correctness of an optimized program?
(2) How do we debug optimized programs given that maintenance of programs is part of the software cycle?
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Fig. 1. Translation (compiler) validation.
If the given compiler were a veriﬁed one, then issue (1) would not arise, as the correctness of the target program follows
naturally from the correctness of the source program. Note that, if optimizations alter the behaviour of the program,
it does not necessarily imply that the compiler is incorrect. However, compiler veriﬁcation is far from being able to
establish automatically that the compiler produces a target program that is semantically equivalent to the source program.
As veriﬁed compilers are not a reality, it has become necessary to establish the semantic equivalence of the source and
the target/object programs for reasons such as (i) mandatory requirement of ensuring the correctness of the object code
in safety-critical embedded applications, (ii) developing reliable efﬁcient software over new processor architectures
using optimizing transformations, and (iii) ensuring the safety of the mobile code. A novel approach referred to as
TranslationValidation has been advocated in [12] addressing issues (i)–(ii) above for a class of programming languages
called synchronous languages. In this approach, one establishes the correctness of each compilation by establishing
the semantic equivalence of the source and the target program. This is depicted in Fig. 1.
The approach proposed in [12] was built upon the characteristics of synchronous languages such as:
(1) Each program consists of an initialization followed by an inﬁnite loop consisting of phases like, calculating clock
expressions, reading inputs, computing outputs, writing outputs and updating previous expressions.
(2) The compiler translates a program structurally.
In [13], an extension of the approach was shown for the TNI SIGNAL compiler that uses several optimizations exploiting
the structure and special features of the synchronous languages as well as the corresponding translation structures
underlying the optimizations. Then, a natural question to ask is:
Is it possible to apply the above technique to a non-synchronous language that does not support such awell-deﬁned
translation structure?
The question was partly answered in [4] by demonstrating amethodology calledObject CodeValidation and a system
for validating programs written in SPARK—a safe subset of Ada [3], and compiled into assembly language of i960
processor.
In this paper, we show that reﬁnement mapping provides a basis for
(1) Validating optimizing transformations and optimized compilers: our analysis shows that reﬁnement mappings can
be constructed for sequential optimizations that either do not modify the ﬂow graph of the program or modify the
ﬂow graph in a constrained manner such as optimizations wherein blocks may be added, coalesced, or copied, and
edges may be deleted. Transformations that fall outside the scope are those that require radical alteration of control
ﬂow such as interchanging loops etc.
(2) Debugging optimized programs: an important issue when considering the debugger-user communication problem
is transparency. Transparency is the illusion wherein the user gets an impression that (s)he is debugging his source
(in other words, there is no optimization). A debugger exhibits transparent behaviour if it returns exactly the same
responses for all requests as it would if the target program were not optimized. A debugger that behaves differently
for an optimized program exhibits non-transparent behaviour. Various such approaches have been envisaged and
developed in [5,14] for debugging optimized programs.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we brieﬂy provide an overview of the computational models and
concepts. Section 3 elucidates our rule for translation validation. In Section 4, we show how the translation validation
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infrastructure provides a basis for semantic debugging; we shall illustrate semantic debugging with an example and
discuss the prototype implementation. Section 5 illustrates examples of validating and debugging optimized programs.
The paper concludes with a discussion in Section 6.
2. Background
We use the following broad conventions in the sequel:
(1) Source program is in the form of a high level language like C.
(2) Target program is in the form of an intermediate representation such as RTL, as used by the gcc compiler.
(3) A basic block consists of a sequence of statements not containing any branches except the last statement, and is
always executed in its entirety.
(4) Without loss of generality, we assume the source and the target programs to be represented as ﬂow graphs where
each node is a location in a program and represents one or more statements within a basic block and edges represent
ﬂow of control.
A few formal deﬁnitions from [1,13,16] are given below.
Deﬁnition 1. Transition system S =< V,O,, T > is a state machine where:
• V is a set of state variables. Variables are typed, and a state of a transition system is a type-consistent interpretation
of the variables. For a state s and a variable v ∈ V , we denote by s[v] the value that s assigns to v.
• O ⊆ V is a set of observable variables.
•  is the initial condition characterizing the initial states of the system, and
• T is a ﬁnite set of transitions. Transition relations refer to both unprimed and primed version of variables, where
the primed versions refer to the values of variables in the successor states, while the unprimed versions of variables
refer to their value in the pre-transition state. Each transition  ∈ T is a state transforming action of the system,
and is characterized by a transition relation (V,V ′) which relates values of state variables in the present and next
state. For example, a transition relation which includes v′ = v + 1, denotes that the value of the variable v in the
successor state is greater by one than its value in the pre-transition state.
Two systems are said to be comparable if there exists a one-to-one correspondence between their observables.
Deﬁnition 2. A computation of a transition system S = (V,O,, T ) is deﬁned to be a maximal ﬁnite or inﬁnite
sequence of states  : s0, s1, s2, . . . where
• s0 , i.e. the ﬁrst state satisﬁes the initial condition.
• For each pair of consecutive states si, si+1 in , si+1 ∈ (si) for  ∈ T .
A computational preﬁx is a preﬁx of any computation.
Deﬁnition 3. A symbolic state is the set of states deﬁned by an assertion.
Deﬁnition 4. A cut point set of a transition system is a set that includes the initial and terminal nodes and at least one
node from each loop. A simple path is a path between two points in a cut point set that does not contain any other
point in that cut point set.
Note 1. If a program is expressed as a transition system, then transition relations reﬂect the structure of the program.
For example, a transition relation (12) from a state corresponding to location 1 to a state corresponding to location 2
will contain  = 1 ∧ ′ = 2. Thus, we can identify the initial and ﬁnal locations associated with transition relations.
Given that there is a simple path from i to i, transition relations between two locations i and j can be obtained by
composition of transition relations involved.
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3. Proof rule for translation validation
Proof rule for establishing the correctness of the translation is described here.
Deﬁnition 5. (Reﬁnement). Let SA =< VA,OA,A, TA > and SC =< VC,OC,C, TC > be referred to as the
abstract (source) and concrete (target) systems, respectively. Let X ∈ OA and x ∈ OC range over the corresponding,
paired observable variables in the two systems. We say that SC is a reﬁnement (correct translation) of SA if for every
ﬁnite SC-computation C : sC0 , . . . , sCm , there exists a ﬁnite SA-computation A : sA0 , . . . , sAk , such that sCm[x] = sAk [X]
for every X ∈ OA.
Let SA and SC be the abstract (source) and concrete(target) systems and let us assume that they are comparable
(as deﬁned above). Let CPA and CPC be cut point sets of SA and SC . For every i and j in CPA (resp. CPC ) such that
there is a simple path between i and j, let Aij (resp. Cij ) describe the transition relation between nodes i and j. Let A
(resp. C) denote the program counter in the source (resp. target) code and for simplicity, let us assume that Dom(A)
= CPA and Dom(C) = CPC .
To establish that SC is a correct translation of SA, we describe a proof rule called Establish Reﬁnement that is a
generalization of rule Validate given in [16]. Our rule allows the control abstraction K to map a given location in the
concrete system to a set of source locations.
Proof rule: establish reﬁnement. (i) Establish a control abstraction K : CPC → 2CPA mapping each value of the
concrete control variable C into one or more corresponding values of the abstract control variable A. The control
abstraction maps the initial and terminal locations of the target into initial and terminal locations of the source.
(ii) For each node i in the target, deﬁne appropriate auxiliary variables for the source (resp. target) system by means
of an assertion AAi (resp. ACi) AAi : AvA1 = EA1 ∧ AvA2 = EA2 ∧ · · · (resp. ACi : AvC1 = EC1 ∧ AvC2 = EC2 ∧ · · ·)
where each AvAk (resp. AvCk ) is an auxiliary variable in the source (resp. target) system and each EAk (resp. ECk ) are
expressions containing only source (resp. target) non-auxiliary variables. Let AVSAi (resp. AVSCi) denote the set of
auxiliary variables deﬁned in AAi (resp. ACi).
(iii) For each node p in the source, form two invariants: Ap, containing only source variables and Cp containing
only target variables. Invariants are essentially unquantiﬁed assertions.
(iv) Establish a data reﬁnement mapping
: (pr1 → v1 = E1) ∧ · · · ∧ (prn → vn = En)
that associates to some source state variables vi ∈ VA − A an expression Ei over the concrete state variables,
conditional on the concrete boolean expression pri . Note that  may contain more than one clause for the same
variable.
(v) For each pair of nodes i, j such that there is a simple path from i to j in the control path of SC , form the veriﬁcation
condition
Cij :
∧
p∈K(i)
∨
q∈K(j)
(A = p) ∧  ∧ Cp ∧ Ap ∧ AAi ∧ ACi ∧ Cij → ∃(V ′A ∪ AVS′Aj ∪ AVS′Cj )
: ′ ∧ ′Cq ∧ ′Aq ∧ A′Aj ∧ A′Cj ∧ Apq
(vi) Establish the validity of all the generated veriﬁcation conditions.
Our control abstraction mapping can handle several structure modifying optimizations such as procedure discovery,
cross jumping etc. It further allows us to validate optimizations that involve replacing multiple branches by a sin-
gle branch by the use of predication in code targeted at EPIC architectures [6] (cf. [7]). Such optimizations cannot
be validated through the methodology of [16]; cross jumping optimization example described in Section 5, is one
such example. Our methodology is powerful enough to validate most of the common optimizations, apart from struc-
ture modifying loop optimizations such as loop jamming, loop reversal, etc. A comparison of our rule with that of
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Zuch et al. [16] is given below:
• Data mapping , is the same as elucidated in [16]. It can be partial to accommodate situations when there is no
variable in the concrete system corresponding to a variable in the abstract system. Such situations can arise in the
case of optimizations such as dead code elimination, elimination of induction variables, etc. Further,  contains
guards pri when certain abstract variables have corresponding concrete variables only at some points of the program
and not at other points.
• Invariants Cp and Ap are assertions that are used to carry information across nodes. They serve the same purpose
as invariants i that contain only target variables, in [16]. Note that we allow invariants both in the target and in the
source.
• Explicit deﬁnition of auxiliary variables is another nuance between our methodology and the one in [16]. Each
auxiliary variable AvCi (resp. AvAi ) in the target (resp. source) must be deﬁned only in terms of non auxiliary target
(resp. source) variables. If a reﬁnement mapping does not exist, it can often be made to exist by adding auxiliary
variables [1] to the target system. An auxiliary variable is an internal state component that is added to a speciﬁcation
without affecting the externally visible behaviour.
It must be noted that auxiliary variable deﬁnitions in the source and target are not really necessary for translation
validation. We have introduced auxiliary variables in the concrete system as it leads to greater clarity in the mapping
between the abstract and concrete programs. Further, auxiliary variables in the abstract system have been introduced
for generality, and also appear to be handy while comparing semantics of two target programs and asserting that the
two reﬁne a common speciﬁcation. In the rest of the paper, for simplicity we refrain from using auxiliary variables in
the source.
3.1. Proof of correctness of establish reﬁnement
We use induction on the number of states in a computation to prove the correctness.
Basis: Consider computational preﬁxes of length one in the abstract and concrete systems, i.e., consisting of only
the initial state. Control abstraction mapping  has been deﬁned so as to map the initial and terminal locations of the
target into initial and terminal locations of the source. Assuming the correctness of our deﬁnition  in the initial state,
the proof follows.
Inductive step: Let us suppose that for every concrete computational preﬁx C : sC0 , . . . , sCn−1 of length n,
there exists an abstract computational preﬁx A : sA0 , . . . , sAn−1, such that sCn−1[x] = sAn−1[X] for every X ∈ OA.
Two cases arise:
(1) sCn−1 is a terminal state: Since the control abstraction mapping K maps terminal states in the concrete system to
terminal locations in the abstract system, the state sAn−1 must be a terminal state. Thus, by deﬁnition of reﬁnement,
the concrete system reﬁnes the abstract system, if all computations are of length n or less.
(2) sCn−1 is not a terminal state: Let us assume that sCn−1[C] = i. Then, there exists a transition Ci,j which is enabled
in state sCn−1. Suppose that this transition takes the concrete system from state s
C
n−1 to state sCn . Let sAn−1[A] = p.
Using the proof rule, we have proved the validity of,
Cij :
∧
p∈K(i)
∨
q∈K(j)
(A = p) ∧  ∧ Cp ∧ Ap ∧ AAi ∧ ACi ∧ Cij → ∃(V ′A ∪ AVS′Cj ∪ AVS′Aj )
: ′ ∧ ′Cq ∧ ′Aq ∧ A′Aj ∧ A′Cj ∧ Apq
Thus, we have proved the validity of
∨
q∈K(j)
(A = p) ∧  ∧ Cp ∧ Ap ∧ AAi ∧ ACi ∧ Cij → ∃(V ′A ∪ AVS′Cj ∪ AVS′Aj )
: ′ ∧ ′Cq ∧ ′Aq ∧ A′Aj ∧ A′Cj ∧ Apq
where p = sCn−1[C]
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Fig. 2. Transitions in abstract and concrete systems.
Table 1
A simple example
Source: Target:
L0: a=0; l0: ra:= 0;
L1: if(a) { l1:rd:= rb >>2;
L5: c = (a+b) - (a+b)/4;} else l3: add_c := rb-rd;
{L3: c = (b-a) - (b-a) / 4; } l4:
L4:
Therefore, there exists a q ∈ K(j) such that
(A = p) ∧  ∧ Cp ∧ Ap ∧ AAi ∧ ACi ∧ Cij → ∃(V ′A ∪ AVS′Cj ∪ AVS′Aj )
: ′ ∧ ′Cq ∧ ′Aq ∧ A′Aj ∧ A′Cj ∧ Apq is valid.
Thus, there must exist a transition relation Apq, which is enabled in sAn−1 and which takes the abstract system into
a state sAn . Also, we have proved the validity of ′, which gives the mapping between the states sCn and sAn . Thus,
we have sCn [x] = sAn [X] for every X ∈ OA. The same argument holds for every p ∈ K(i).
Thus, the correctness of the establish reﬁnement rule follows. 
It must be pointed out that it is not necessary that computations be of the same length for establishing the correctness.
A typical relation between the transition systems is shown in Fig. 2.
It may also be noted that in the context of optimizations, even the source system may have more transitions (consider
program with unused variables and unreachable code). Idling transitions allow validation when length of abstract and
concrete computations are not equal. Speciﬁcally, one of the computations can be padded with repeating states obtained
by idling transitions. Some of the transitions Apq could be idling transitions. Speciﬁcally, Apq is an idling transition
relation if p = q. By choosing appropriate observable points and idling transitions, validity of unequal computational
sequences can be established. The above proof holds in such situations. As issues of completeness/incompleteness
require characterization of optimizations transformations, we shall not go into these aspects in this paper.
Note that assertions for the initial locations are assumed to be consistent. Further, if stronger assertions from the
invariance at the terminal locations are to be used, the consistency of the same must follow from the theory.
3.2. Application of establish reﬁnement rule
Consider the source and the target program shown in Table 1. The target program has been obtained from the
source program by using optimizations (cf. [2]) such as register allocation, register spilling, strength reduction, alge-
braic simpliﬁcation, constant folding, constant propagation, common subexpression elimination, and unreachable code
elimination.
The variable b has been allocated register rb and variable c has undergone register spilling and has been allotted
a location in the stack and we represent it by add_c. Strength reduction optimization has replaced the division in the
source code by a shift. This can also be considered as an algebraic simpliﬁcation. Constant propagation is performed
on the variable ‘a’ followed by constant folding since it’s value is known to be constant. Unreachable code elimination
eliminates the statement at location L5. Common subexpression elimination avoids calculation of “(b-a)” twice, in the
evaluation of ‘c’.
Application of Establish Reﬁnement to the example: as required by the rule, we ﬁrst deﬁne a control mapping from
target to source as: K(i) = {i}.
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The data reﬁnement mapping is given by:  : b = rb ∧ c = add_c
Note 2. Note that we have omitted a = ra from the data mapping. This is because the concrete system has undergone
constant folding for the variable a. The expression involving ‘a’ on the RHS in the abstract program has been replaced
by the constant 0 in the concrete code. This property will be modelled using invariants as given below. We do not
require any auxiliary variables and the assertions AAi and ACi are trivially taken as ‘true’.
We introduce the invariants: 1 : a = 0 and 3 : a = 0 ∧ rd = rb/4.
The proof obligations to establish the validity of the above translation as obtained by the use of Proof Rule Establish
Reﬁnement are described below:
C01: A = 0 ∧ ∧ C = 0 ∧ ′C = 1 ∧ ra′ = 0 ∧ rb′ = rb ∧ add_c′ = add_c ∧ rd ′ = rd → ∃V ′A : ′ ∧′1 ∧ A= 0 ∧ ′A = 1 ∧ a′ = 0 ∧ b′ = b ∧ c′ = c.
C13: A = 1 ∧  ∧ 1 ∧ C = 1 ∧ ′C = 3 ∧ ra′ = ra ∧ rb′ = rb ∧ add_c′ = add_c ∧ rd ′ = rb/4 → ∃V ′A: ′ ∧ ′3 ∧ A = 1∧!(a 	= 0) ∧ ′A = 3 ∧ a′ = a ∧ b′ = b ∧ c′ = c.
C34 : A = 3 ∧  ∧ 3 ∧ C = 3 ∧ ′C = 4 ∧ ra′ = ra ∧ rb′ = rb ∧ add_c′ = rb − rd ∧ rd′ = rd → ∃V ′A: ′ ∧ A = 3 ∧ ′A = 4 ∧ a′ = a ∧ b′ = b ∧ c′ = (b − a) − (b − a)/4 .
The above obligations have been validated by the use of the STeP [9] theorem prover; for want of space, the script
is not given.
Note 3. The transition relation from L1 to L3 in the source contains !(a 	= 0), since L3 occurs in the else part for the
if statement, and is reached only when this condition holds.
4. Symbolic debugging of optimized code
The process of translation validation requires the compiler to output sufﬁcient information so as to enable us
to come up with the data reﬁnement mapping , the invariants Ci and Ai , and the auxiliary variable deﬁni-
tions. In the following, we discuss the design and implementation of a symbolic debugger that has the above
information at its disposal. For purposes of illustration, we consider a debugger with the following basic
functionality:
(1) Map a location in the source program to a location in the target program.
(2) Map a location in target program to a location in the source program.
(3) Obtain the expected values of all observable variables in the source code at any given point of execution.
(4) Enable the user to change the values of source variables at any location in the middle of execution and continue
with the execution while taking the modiﬁed values of variables into account.
The above functionality can be used to implement a debugger that provides the functionality of a sophisticated trans-
parent debugger at cut points of the programs, such as examining sequence of values of user deﬁned variables in the
source, introducing break points, single stepping, halt execution at source location corresponding to target location
where a run-time error has occurred etc. From the viewpoint of translation validation, we need only one cut point for
every basic block. However, from the symbolic debugging point of view, ideally, we need every source level statement
location to be included in the cut point set. We have revised some possible solutions, when this ideal scenario doesn’t
hold. However, our methodology has the capability of allowing us to include every source location in the cut point set.
We illustrate the use of the proof rule for translation validation and show how the information generated for translation
validation can be used for symbolic debugging.
Information available to the debugger: The debugger is assumed to have the following information: (i) the
source and target code, (ii) data reﬁnement mapping , (iii) invariants i , and (iv) auxiliary variable deﬁnitions.
For ease of presentation, let us assume that the correspondence between the source and target codes is known to the
debugger.
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Internal debugger state information: The debugger must maintain:
• the current state of the concrete system which is deﬁned by the values of all the variables VC of the system,
• the previously encountered consistent state of the concrete system. A state sC of the concrete system is said to be
consistent iff there exists a corresponding state sA in the source such that sC[x] = sA[X], for each X ∈ OA. Given
that we have used proof rule Establish Refinement to prove the existence of a reﬁnement mapping, the
above condition holds if ∃i: i = sC[C], i ∈ CPC ,
• if the concrete location corresponding to the consistent state of concrete system (sC) maps to multiple abstract
locations (i.e., |K(sC[C])| > 1), we must keep track of the previously encountered consistent states of the abstract
system.
The semantic correctness of the debugger follows from theEstablish Reﬁnement rule described in the previous sections.
4.1. Implementation of the debugger
In this section, we illustrate how the deﬁnitions can be translated into an implementation using Prolog. A complete
transparent symbolic debugger executes target code and gives the user an illusion of executing the source code. We
assume that we already have an infrastructure that executes target code, allows us to set break points and allows us to
examine the state of the target system at these points.
Our implementation uses the functionality of such a system and maps the state of the target system to that of the
source system. It also allows users to modify the values of source variables and then it maps the modiﬁed state back to
the concrete system where execution can be continued from.
Data mapping, invariants and auxiliary variable deﬁnitions are coded in Prolog as rules which relate states in the
abstract and concrete systems that are comparable. Speciﬁcally, Prolog program consists of rules of the form
maps(sC, sA): − ∧ Ci ∧ Ai ∧ AAi ∧ ACi.
Here, sA and sC are abstract and concrete states respectively, speciﬁed as an ordered list containing values of all the
state variables and auxiliary variables. The above rules state that an abstract state sA is comparable (maps) to a concrete
state sC if the values of variables in those states satisfy the assertion
 ∧ Ci ∧ Ai ∧ AAi ∧ ACi.
In Prolog, arithmetic expressions are evaluated using the “is” operator. Prolog syntax requires that all variables in an
expression must be instantiated to an integer and be evaluated using ‘is’. Also, the expression to be evaluated must be to
the right side of ‘is’. Due to this requirement, we might need to have a different set of rules to map target states to source
states and vice versa. If we are only interested in mapping between locations in the abstract and concrete systems, and
not the entire state, the rule above cannot always be used, and another set of rules to map between locations must be
speciﬁed. Such complications arise when the invariants or the data mapping contain arithmetic expressions. Values of
variables in any state of either system can be derived given the values of variables in a comparable state in the other
system, by posing appropriate queries to the Prolog system.
Implementation of the above debugger functionalities is described below:
(1) Map a location in the source program to a location in target program: When the user wants to view the execution
state of the program at some selected points, he places a break point at these required source locations. In view
of this, the debugger must map such break points to corresponding locations in the target. Single stepping can be
considered a special case, wherein a break point is placed after every statement. We use the control mapping K
to obtain the location in the concrete system, which corresponds to the location of the break point in the abstract
system. In our Prolog implementation, we achieve such requirements through the following query:
maps([C, _, _, . . . ..], [A, _, _, . . . ..]).
Here, A is the actual value of the abstract control variable. Parameters denoted ‘_’ indicate that we are not
interested in the values of those parameters. The Prolog system responds with all the values ofC that satisfy the
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data mapping, the invariants and the auxiliary variable deﬁnitions. Two different possibilities arise:
(a) The given abstract location (say L) corresponds to one or more locations 1, 2 . . . in the target. In case we
are required to place a break point at L, then we should place a breakpoint at each of the target locations
1, 2 . . ..
(b) The given abstract location (say L) is not mapped to any location in the concrete program by K. The control
mappingK, only maps the locations occurring in the cut point set of the target to a set of locations occurring in
the cut point set of the source. These cut point sets are chosen as per convenience in the translation validation
phase. The greater the number of cut points in the source program, the lower the chances of ﬁnding ourselves in
this scenario. Ideally, each source statement location should be present in the cut point set. However, we claim
and illustrate with examples, that in practice, the semantic methodology presented here is powerful enough to
include all locations in the source in the cut point set. Two radically opposite solutions can be adopted by the
debugger. We can inform the user that it is not possible to place a breakpoint at the location (s)he desires, and
offer feasible possibilities for placing breakpoints which are very close to the desired location. Speciﬁcally,
we can offer to place the break point at the source location corresponding to the previously encountered
consistent state of the concrete system. Alternatively, we can recompile the code without optimization or
with fewer optimizations, from the point corresponding to the previously encountered consistent state of the
concrete system, so as to be able to place a breakpoint at the desired location.
(2) Map a location in the target program to a location in source program: this operation is required when a run time
error occurs. The debugger must translate the location in the target where the error occurred to the appropriate
location in the source. If the given target location, (say ) is such that  /∈ CPC , then we can either report the location
in the source that corresponds to the previously encountered consistent state of the concrete system, indicating that
this is not a very accurate point, or we can recompile the source from the location corresponding to the previously
encountered consistent state, with limited optimizations or without optimizations, so as to give a more accurate
location of the error. If the given target location  is such that  ∈ CPC , and |K()| = 1, then the required source
location is given by the single element of the set K(). If |K()| > 1, then the given target location can map
onto multiple source locations. Such a scenario can arise when optimizations such as cross jumping and procedure
discovery are performed. Let us denote by SCS the state in the abstract system corresponding to the previously
encountered consistent state of the concrete system and let SCS[A] = LCS . Then, the location in the source
corresponding to  is L, such that dist(LCS, L) is minimum for all L ∈ K(), where dist(1, 2), is the minimum
number of transitions required to go from a state at location 1 to a state at location 2. If node 2 is not reachable
from node 1, then, the distance from 1 to 2 is taken to be inﬁnity.
In our implementation, we report the source location corresponding to the previous consistent state of the system.
This is achieved through the query:
maps([C, _, _, . . . ..], [A, _, _, . . . ..]).
Here, C is the actual value of the concrete control variable corresponding to the previous consistent state of the
system. As before, ‘_’ indicates that we are not interested in the values of the other state variables. The Prolog
system responds with all values of A that satisfy the data mapping, the invariants and the auxiliary variable
deﬁnitions.
(3) Derive the expected values of all observable variables in the source code at any given point of execution: Given the
values of all variables of the target system, we use , to derive the corresponding values of all the variables of the
source system. In our implementation, this is achieved through the query:
maps([C, v1C, v2C, . . . ,−,−. . .], [A, V 1A, V 2A, . . .]).
Here, C, v1C, v2C, . . . are the actual values of the program location variable and state variables of the concrete
program. The slots for auxiliary variables are ﬁlled with ‘_’ to indicate that we are not interested in the values of
the concrete auxiliary variables. The Prolog system responds with values for A, V 1A, V 2A, . . . that satisfy all
the reﬁnement conditions.
(4) Enable us to change the values of source variables at any location in the middle of execution and then
continue with the execution taking the modiﬁed values of variables into account: this process is achieved by
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the following steps:
(a) Map the given source location (say A) into a corresponding target location (say C) and set a breakpoint at
this location.
(b) When execution of the target is halted at the abovementioned location, note the values of all the non-auxiliary
state variables of the target.
(c) Derive the values of all the target auxiliary variables using the auxiliary variable deﬁnitions.
(d) Calculate the values of all the source variables using the above calculated values of the target variables and
the data mapping .
(e) Allow the user to modify values of source variables.
(f) Check whether the modiﬁed values of source variables satisfy the source invariant A. If not, inform the
user that the changes made are not allowed, and request the user to modify them again and repeat the step.
(g) Find the values of the target variables corresponding to the modiﬁed source variables using the mapping .
(h) Check if these values of target variables satisfy the target invariant C . If not, inform the user that the
changes to the source are not allowed, and request the user to modify them again and restart from step (f).
(i) Continue execution of the target using the modiﬁed values of target variables.
In our implementation, we ﬁrst map from the concrete to the abstract system as explained above. The user may
then be prompted to modify the values of source variables as per her/his desire. Modiﬁed values of these variables
are then mapped back onto the target with the query:
maps([C, V 1C, V 2C, . . . ,−,− . . .], [A, v1A, v2A, . . .]).
This query accomplishes the steps (f)–(h) given above. Here, A, v1A, v2A, . . . are the actual values of the program
location variable and state variables of the abstract program. The slots for auxiliary variables are ﬁlled with ‘_’ to
indicate that we are not interested in the values of the concrete auxiliary variables. The Prolog system responds
with values for C, V 1C, V 2C, . . . , . . . which satisfy all the reﬁnement conditions. If any of the above steps fail
then we conclude that the modiﬁcation performed by the user is not allowed because of optimizations or for some
other reasons. Note that, in general the debugger will not allow us to modify any property of the source code that
forms the basis of an optimization. If a certain state of either system cannot be mapped onto any state of the other
for some reasons, the Prolog system will respond with a ‘no’. This happens as the Prolog program will be unable
to ﬁnd any corresponding values of the variables in the other system that satisﬁes all the reﬁnement conditions;
that is, the assignment requested is semantically inconsistent (for instance an attempt to change the value of a
variable, which has undergone constant propagation). The exact reasons for the failure can be found out by tracing
the execution of the Prolog program. The user must be prompted to reconsider the modiﬁcations (s)he performed
until all the above steps are successful.
4.2. Illustrative example
We consider the example described in Table 1, with two different scenarios. For high efﬁcacy of debugging, we
have assumed the cut point sets to include all locations in the source. As described earlier, in the realization of the
debugger, we encode the data mapping, invariants, and auxiliary variable deﬁnitions, as Prolog rules, that relate states
of the abstract and concrete system which are comparable. The Prolog rules for the above example are given below:
maps(S1, S2) : − S1 = [PI_C,RA,RB,ADD_C,RD], S2 = [PI_A,A,B,C], P I_A = PI_C,A = RA,B = RB,
C = ADD_C,P I_C = 0
maps(S1, S2) : − S1 = [PI_C,RA,RB,ADD_C,RD], S2 = [PI_A,A,B,C], P I_A = PI_C,A = RA,B = RB,
C = ADD_C,P I_C = 1, RA = 0
maps(S1, S2) : − S1 = [PI_C,RA,RB,ADD_C,RD], S2 = [PI_A,A,B,C], P I_A = PI_C,A = RA,B = RB,
C = ADD_C,P I_C = 3, RA = 0, RD = X, X is RB/4
maps(S1, S2) : − S1 = [PI_C,RA,RB,ADD_C,RD], S2 = [PI_A,A,B,C], P I_A = PI_C,A = RA,B = RB,
C = ADD_C,P I_C = 4
The four rules correspond to the four different locations in the target or source code. The ﬁrst and fourth rule simply
consist of the data mapping  along with the assertions PI_C = 0 and PI_C = 4. The second and third rules also
incorporate the invariants C1 and C3, respectively. Having encoded and compiled the above rules, let us now see
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how this arrangement can be used to achieve transparent debugging of the given code. Let us suppose that the value of
b is 8, when the execution reaches L0 in the source.
Scenario 1. Let us trace the actions when the user wants to set the value of a to 1 at L1 while debugging. Prolog
query to ﬁnd the location in the concrete program corresponding to L1 in the source program is given by
maps([PI_C, _, _, _, _], [1, _, _, _]).
The Prolog system responds with:
PI_C = 1 ? ;
no
| ?−
Thus, location L1 in source corresponds to location 1 in the target. Therefore, we introduce a break point at 1.
When execution of the target stops at 1, the state of the concrete system is given by
< PI_C,RA,RB,ADD_C,RD >=< 1, 0, 8, _, _ > and the query to obtain the corresponding source state is given
by
maps([1, 0, 8, _, _], [PI_A,A,B,C]).
The Prolog system responds with
A = 0,
B = 8,
PI_A = 1 ?
yes
| ?−
These values are presented to the user as the state of the source at L1. The user will then change the value of A to 1,
keeping the other variables unmodiﬁed. Thus, the modiﬁed state of the source is given by
< PI_A,A,B,C >=< 1, 1, 8, _ >
We map this source state to the corresponding target state with the query
maps([PI_C,RA,RB,ADD_C,RD], [1, 1, 8, _]).
The Prolog system responds with
no
| ?−
Therefore, we indicate to the user that it is not possible to make the required modiﬁcation. The user could either
continue execution from the original state without modiﬁcation or try a different combination of values of variables. The
intuitive reason why we are unable to modify the value of a to 1 is that the compiler has performed unreachable code
elimination to remove the branch of the if statement which executes when a is non-zero. In other words, the compiler
has performed an optimization on the basis of the property of the source program, that the value of the variable a at L1
is always zero. This is done after data ﬂow analysis has determined that the value written to a by the statement a = 0
is used by the if statement.
Scenario 2. Let us say that the execution of add_c := rb− rd causes a run time error (say due to register overﬂow).
The user may want to modify values of variables at this point so as to ﬁnd out the cause of error. Now 3 in the target
corresponds to L3 in the source as per the data mapping , which the debugger will easily ﬁnd as discussed above and
report this as the location where the run time error occurred. The debugger executes the target code until it reaches
location 3. The state of the target when control reaches location 3 is given by < PI_C,RA,RB,ADD_C,RD >
= < 3, 0, 8, _, 2.0 >. Note that register RD contains the value of RB/4, which corresponds to the computation
of (b − a)/4 in the source. Thus, the source statement c = (b − a) − (b − a)/4 has been partially executed. Any
modiﬁcation of the state at the source level must ensure that any changes to a or/and b in the source must be correctly
reﬂected in the target. The target state at 3 is mapped onto the source by the query
maps([3, 0, 8, _, 2.0], [PI_A,A,B,C]).
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The Prolog system responds with
A = 0,
B = 8,
PI_A = 3
yes
| ?−
Let the state presented be < PI_A,A,B,C > = < 3, 0, 8, _ >. Suppose we want to modify the state to:
< PI_A,A,B,C > = < 3, 0, 12, _ >. We can then obtain the corresponding target state with the query
maps([PI_A,RA,RB,ADD_C,RD], [3, 0, 12, _]).
The Prolog system responds with
PI_A = 3,
RA = 0,
RB = 12,
RD = 3.0,
yes
| ?−
Note that the system has successfully corrected the partially computed value in register RD. Execution of the target
can now be continued from this state.
4.3. Advanced debugging
Having demonstrated construction of a simple debugger based on sound semantic principles, let us see how we can
handle advanced debugging features. Our methodology also allows us to formulate complex assertions in temporal
logic using source variables and check whether the assertions are valid by expressing those assertions in terms of
target variables. Speciﬁcally, given a logical assertion in temporal logic AssertA containing only source variables,
corresponding assertions in terms of concrete variables is given by: AssertA ∧  ∧ piA ∈ CPA, in which all non-
concrete variables are existentially quantiﬁed. We can use theorem provers such as STeP to validate or refute safety and
liveness formulae. If a safety formula is violated, the theorem prover will respond with a counterexample consisting
of the state where the assertion is not valid and also the path taken to arrive at this state. When a liveness formula
is violated, the theorem prover responds with a loop which can continue indeﬁnitely, and which does not satisfy the
liveness formula. By expressing these counterexamples in terms of source variables, we can help the user to determine
the exact location and state which does not satisfy the given safety formula, or a loop which violates a liveness formula.
Thus, we can allow users of our system to stop and examine the state/ locations of a program where certain temporal
logic formulae need to hold.
4.4. Advantages and limitations
Our method offers the following advantages:
(1) The methodology is not restricted to any speciﬁc source/target languages.
(2) It only uses information generated during the translation validation phase and does not involve complex algorithms
or calculations on the part of the debugger. This should lead to high dependability. Efforts to fully automate the
process of translation validation [16,12,15,8] have enjoyed signiﬁcant success.
(3) It allows us to modify source variables during execution and continue execution without recompilation.
(4) It allows us to frame complex assertions in temporal logic and verify the validity of the assertions. Further, we can
examine the states at which these assertions are violated.
(5) It is robust: unexpected errors due to incorrect modiﬁcation of source variable values or other reasons cannot occur.
If a certain user modiﬁcation to source variables is not allowed due to optimizations, the system will give an explicit
error to that effect and disallow the modiﬁcation.
The limitations of the approach are:
(1) Translation validation is essential. It cannot be used if information required for translation validation is not available.
(2) Efﬁcacy of debugging is highly dependent on the locations in the source which are included in the cut point set.
Debugging is only possible at locations that are included in the cut point set.
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Table 2
Cross jumping example
Source: Target
L0 if(a>0) /0:
{L1: b=a+b; } cmp ra,0
else { L2: a=-a; jmpg down
L3: b=a+b} 2: ra = - ra
L4: 13:
down;
rb = add ra,rb
4:
5. Complex transformations: cross jumping
Optimization transformations such as Copy Propagation, Code Motion, Elimination of Induction Variables, Code
Hoisting and LoopUnrolling and a variety of combinations quite often lead to reordering of stores or elimination of dead
stores. Correctness of translations employing these optimizations can be established by introducing auxiliary variables
into the target. The auxiliary variables are to be deﬁned so as to agree with the values of corresponding variables in the
source.
In this section, we shall illustrate how the object code is shown to be a reﬁnement of the source code and also show
how semantic debugging is done using the transformation of cross jumping [14]. This optimization causes one location
in the target to correspond to multiple locations in the source. Note that, this is one of the examples that can be validated
by our proof rule Establish Reﬁnement but not by the proof rule Validate given in [16]. Source and target programs of
the example are shown in Table 2.
Control mapping is given by K(0) = {0},K(2) = {2},K(13) = {1, 3},K(4) = {4}
Data mapping is given by : (a = ra) ∧ (b = rb).
Invariants and auxiliary variables are not required. Note that in the source, a transition from L2 to L1 is not possible
and this is reﬂected by false in condition C2,13. The proof obligations are:
C0,13 : A = 0 ∧  ∧ (C = 0) ∧ (ra > 0) ∧ (′C = 13) → ∃(V ′A) : ′ ∧ (A = 0) ∧ (a > 0) ∧ (′A = 1),
∨
A = 0 ∧  ∧ (C = 0) ∧ (ra > 0) ∧ (′C = 13) → ∃(V ′A) : ′ ∧ (A = 0) ∧ (a ≤ 0) ∧ (′A = 3),
C0,2 : A = 0 ∧  ∧ (C = 0) ∧ (ra ≤ 0) ∧ (′C = 2) → ∃(V ′A) : ′ ∧ (A = 0) ∧ (a ≤ 0) ∧ (′A = 2),
C2,13 : A = 2 ∧  ∧ (C = 2) ∧ (′C = 13) → ∃(V ′A) : ′ ∧ f alse,
∨
A = 2 ∧  ∧ (C = 2) ∧ (′C = 13) → ∃(V ′A) : ′ ∧ (A = 2) ∧ (′A = 3) ∧ (a′ = −a),
C13,4 : A = 1 ∧  ∧ (C = 13) ∧ (′C = 4) ∧ (rb′ = ra + rb) → ∃(V ′A) : ′ ∧ (A = 1) ∧ (′A = 4)∧
(b′ = a + b),
∧
A = 3 ∧  ∧ (C = 13) ∧ (′C = 4) ∧ (rb′ = ra + rb) → ∃(V ′A) : ′ ∧ (A = 3) ∧ (′A = 4)∧
(b′ = a + b).
Debugging. Location 13 in the target, maps to two locations L1 and L3 in the source. If a run time error occurs at
13, we need to correctly identify the location in the source which is to be reported to the user. The Prolog code is
maps([0,Ra,Rb],[0,A,B]) :- A=Ra,B=Rb.
maps([13,Ra,Rb],[1,A,B]) :- A=Ra,B=Rb.
maps([13,Ra,Rb],[3,A,B]) :- A=Ra,B=Rb.
maps([2,Ra,Rb],[2,A,B]) :- A=Ra,B=Rb.
maps([4,Ra,Rb],[4,A,B]) :- A=Ra,B=Rb.
Suppose we start the above computation with ra = rb = 10, and there is a run time error at 13. This computation,
written as a sequence of triplets < C, ra, rb > can be written as: < 0, 10, 10 >,< 13, 10, 10 >.
To map the present concrete state to an abstract state we use the query
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Table 3
Example from Tice
Source: Target:
0 : ADD r9, r7, r6 /* S3: c+ x */
1 : MOV r10, r8 /* S1*/
2 : ADD r12, r13, r11 /* S3, S4 : y + n */
S1: i = init; 3 : ADD r16, r9, r12 /* S3 */
S2: while (i < n) { 4 : MUL r14, r16, r12 /* S4 : m * r12 */
S3: m = c+x+y+n; 5 : TOP : BGEQ r10, r11, BOT /* S2*/
S4: s = s + (m * (y + n)); 6 :
S5: i++; 7 : ADDI r10, r10, 1 /* S5*/
S6: } 8 : ADD r15, r15, r14 /* S4: s + r14 */
S7: 9 : B TOP /* S6*/
10 : BOT
| ? − maps([13, 10, 10], [PI,A,B]).
A = 10
B = 10
PI = 1 ? ;
A = 10
B = 10
PI = 3 ? ;
no
| ?−
The previous state in the concrete system is < C, ra, rb >=< 0, 10, 10 > .
| ?− maps([0,10,10],[PI,A,B]).
A = 10
B = 10
PI = 0 ? ;
no
| ?−
Thus, the location in the abstract program, corresponding to the previous state, is 0.
Dist(0,1) = 1.
Dist(0,3) = 2.
Thus, the correct abstract state is given by
A = 10
B = 10
PI = 1 ?
5.1. An Example from Tice [14]
Introduction of new locations often becomes necessary. We illustrate this feature through an example taken from
[14]; source and target programs of the example are shown in Table 3.
In the above example, loop invariant portions of code have been moved before the loop resulting in the number of
statements inside the loop in the source to be more than the number of statements in the concrete. In the ideal case of
symbolic debugging, we need each location in the source to map onto at least one point in the concrete. For this reason,
we had to introduce an additional (virtual) location 6 which in reality is no different from location 7. Thus, there is
an idliing transition from location 6 to 7.
Control mapping is given by, K(0) = {1}, K(2) = {2}, K(6) = {3}, K(7) = {4}, K(8) = {5}, K(9) =
{6}, K(10) = {7}.
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We introduce the following auxiliary variables:
AC0 : Avi = R10,
AC2 : Avi = R10 ∧ AVm = if (R10 ! = R8) then R16,
AC6 : Avi = R10 ∧ AVm = if (R10 ! = R8) then R16,
AC7 : Avi = R10 ∧ AVm = R16,
AC8 : Avi = R10 − 1 ∧ AVm = R16,
AC9 : Avi = R10 ∧ AVm = R16,
AC10 : Avi = R10 ∧ AVm = if (R10 ! = R8) then R16.
We provide the following invariants:
C2 : R9 = R7 + R6,
C6 : R9 = R7 + R6 ∧ R12 = R13 + R11 ∧ R16 = R9 + R12 ∧ R14 = R16 ∗ R12,
C7 : R9 = R7 + R6 ∧ R12 = R13 + R11 ∧ R16 = R9 + R12 ∧ R14 = R16 ∗ R12,
C8 : R9 = R7 + R6 ∧ R12 = R13 + R11 ∧ R16 = R9 + R12 ∧ R14 = R16 ∗ R12.
The data reﬁnement mapping is given by
 : I = AV i, Init = R8, N = R11, Y = R13, C = R7, X = R6, S = R15, M = AVm.
From the above assertions, the proof obligations for translation validation were framed and validated by STeP theorem
prover. Let us look at a debugging example for the given code. The above information was incorporated into a set of
rules written in Prolog. Let us start execution of the concrete code from the initial state deﬁned by
< Pi,R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R13, R14, R15, R16, AV i,AVm > = < 0, 2, 1, 0,_,_, 10,_, 3,_,_,_,_,_ >.
When control reaches 6 for the ﬁrst time, the state of the system is given by
< Pi,R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R13, R14, R15, R16, AV i,AVm > = < 6, 2, 1, 0, 3, 0, 10, 13, 3,_,_, 16,_,_ > .
The query to obtain the corresponding source state is:
|?−maps([6,2,1,0,3,0,10,13,3,_,_,16,_,_],[PI,I,Init,N,M,C,X,Y,S]).
The Prolog system responds with
C = 1,
I = 0,
Init = 0,
N = 10,
PI = 3m
X = 2,
Y = 3 ? ;
no
| ?−
When control reaches 6 again in the second iteration, the state is,
< Pi,R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R13, R14, R15, R16, AV i,AVm > = < 6, 2, 1, 0, 3, 1, 10, 13, 3,_, 212, 16,_,_ > .
The corresponding concrete state is obtained as follows:
| ?− maps([6,2,1,0,3,1,10,13,3,_,212,16,_,_],[PI,I,Init,N,M,C,X,Y,S]).
C = 1,
I = 1,
Init = 0,
M = 16,
N = 10,
PI = 3,
S = 212,
X = 2,
Y = 3 ? ;
no
| ?−
Note that, at the same location but at different execution states, m is correctly identiﬁed to be deﬁned or undeﬁned
depending on the values of other variables.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown that translation validation based on reﬁnement calculus provides a ﬁrm and a ﬂexible
basis for validating program optimizations and program debugging. We have illustrated the applicability to complex
program optimizations and shown the derivation of a transparent semantic debugger from the translation validation
methodology.
Our investigation has so far shown the applicability of our method to mobile code checking and checking obfuscation
of virus patterns. We have also been working with our proof rule for speculative computations that will use explicitly
the full power of reﬁnements. Further work is in progress towards characterization of optimization transformations
for which the method is applicable, automatic generation of invariants, application to mobile code checking, checking
virus patterns, etc.
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